


About Us
Headquartered in Switzerland, KAPHS is a leading supplier of high-end
architectural products. Since its founding in 2003, Kaphs has achieved
considerable success through the provision of speciality architectural
products in Europe, the Middle East, North Africa and South East Asia.
KAPHS has built a global network of partners including architects,
designers, engineers, manufactures and contractors. This allows KAPHS to
ensure exclusive access to innovative products such as Kaplux, Lumière
and Lumière Lux, all developed by KAPHS.



Locations and Contact

Europe KAPHS S.A.
Avenue des Alpes 104

1820 Montreux, Switzerland

Tel: +41 79 409 67 41

Middle East
Africa 

KAPHS Middle East 
Business Bay, Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 45542145 / +971 56 9360379
Egypt
+20 100 151 9393

India KAPHS Architectural & Aviation 
Products Pvt. Ltd

Tel: +91 99 44409000 

+ 41 79 409 67 41

Singapore LISUS TECHNOLOGY PTE. Tel: +41 79 409 67 41
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Products
Architectural Hardware Products

Spiders and Point Fixing Systems

Tension Cable and Rods Systems

Spigots / Pool Fencing / Canopies / Hand Railings & Balustrades

Glass Products LINIT U-Profile Glass Stoneglass

Media Glass Façade Dichroic and Metalised Interlayers

Metal Elements
Woven Wire Mesh Façades Expanded and Laser Cut Metal 

Panels 

Transparent Media Façades Cast Decorative Panels

3D Lighting Panels

Mood 3D

Decolux 3 

Magic 3D

Miracle 3D



Lisus Architectural 
Hardware Systems

Acquired by Kaphs SA in 2016, Lisus Technology Pte Ltd has pioneered the design,
engineering and manufacturing of architectural stainless-steel fittings for close to 40
years. LISUS guarantees original designs, excellent workmanship, competitive pricing
and a personal customer experience.
LISUS provides a wide range of quality engineered frameless glass systems for
canopies, balustrades, facades, pool fences and sliding doors.



Spider and Point 
Fixing Systems

With a keen eye for design, the C-SERIES Concealed Spider Fitting
marries functionality with elegance. Three decades as innovators in
this field has allowed LISUS to produce a product that puts a
refreshing spin on spider fittings for frameless glass facades and walls.
Its curves defy the standard design blueprints of a spider fitting while
neatly concealing the bolts that hold the clamps in place. A Hole
Finder minimizes inaccuracies and makes for a perfect fit every time.



Spider and Point 
Fixing Systems

The CX-SERIES is a refined and technologically innovative structural
glazing system that offers total freedom of design by exploiting the
simplicity of the three-dimensional format. Components are here used
to create a minimalist solution for a glass facade.



Lisus PF-Series
The main façade glass panels are suspended from a beam or slab by means of concealed
clamps. Lateral support is provided by tempered glass fins of various design, thickness and
configurations, independently clamped to the structure, while allowing for differential
movement against the main glass facade. A high span façade requires the glass fin to be
installed in sections held together by stainless steel splice joints. Three variants of the joints
are available.

Spider and Point 
Fixing Systems



Lisus PF-Series
The main façade glass panels are suspended from a beam or slab by means of concealed
clamps. Lateral support is provided by tempered glass fins of various design, thickness
and configurations, independently clamped to the structure, while allowing for
differential movement against the main glass facade. A high span façade requires the
glass fin to be installed in sections held together by stainless steel splice joints. Three
variants of the joints are available.

Spider and Point 
Fixing Systems



Tension Cable 
and Rod Systems

Lisus Cable Truss System

The Cable Truss System is formed of 2
single-strand Stainless Steel pretension
cables, tied to the building structure via
turnbuckles and fork-ends required for
fixing and tensioning. Their connection
to a tubular structure and the G-CLAD
glass fittings provide a controlled degree
of freedom: the glass and the cable truss
can move independently, while
maintaining lateral support to the façade
under wind load. The integrity and
stability of the glazed panels are ensured
by cables, arranged horizontally and
fixed back to the main structure.



Tension Cable 
and Rod Systems

Lisus Tension Rod
The Tension Rod structure is employed by a vertical plane, utilizing propriety stainless
steel tensioning fittings, cross bracing, and the G-CLAD clamps. This form of structure
provides the required lateral load bearing support to the main façade, with its distinctive
architectural effect, due to the reliance of tensioning between the beam at the top and
the floor slab.



U-Series Railings & 
Balustrades
Lisus D&F-Series Spigots

D&F-Series Spigots are designed and developed to suit a
wide variety of balustrade systems. They are commonly
used in commercial and residential installations and can
be combined with the U-SERIES bracket to form a
complete balustrade system. Applications include:
interior glass balustrades, frameless pool fencing and
hand railing systems.



Canopies
Lisus Single Canopy
The Single Canopy is an aesthetically pleasing modern design that abides by LISUS's
primary goals: minimalism, functionality and affordability. It operates on very few
fittings to provide a structurally sound, easy to install glass canopy. Well-engineered, the
Single Canopy enables all components to be concealed, producing a clean line and your
ideal canopy.



Project References
Al-Tayer Ferrari / Maserati Showroom, Dubai



Project References
Al-Tayer Lincoln Showroom, Dubai



Project References
Bren Paddington, Bangalore



Project References
Al Fanar Mall, Kuwait



Project References
Doha International Airport



Contact Us
Headquarters

Kaphs S.A.
CH-1820

Switzerland
Tel: +41794096741

Middle East
Kaphs Middle East Building 

Materials Trading LLC
Office No: 702, Sobha Ivory 2

Business Bay, P.O Box: 30731 Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +97145542145

Mob: +971569360379

India
Kaphs Architectural & Aviation 

Products Pvt. Ltd
E ‒ 78, South Ex. Part ‒ I
New Delhi ‒ 110049
Tel: +41794096741

Open any camera app 
to view our instagram

https://www.kaphssa.com


